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At Bentley Europe, we are passionate about designing, developing and selling the world’s
nicest hotel room products. This vision unites us as a team each and every day and is the
foundation of our customer-driven culture: “We listen to you”.

MEMORABLE GUEST EXPERIENCES
Making the world’s nicest hotel room products can only
happen with the world’s greatest employees. We take great
pride in our work, and take great care to deliver exceptional
products like ironing boards and hospitality trays and other
guestroom related products as an experience to our
customers around the world.
We are proud to say that we have the largest collection
of in-room ironing solutions and we are well known by
international operating hotel chains for our hospitality trays,
extra beds and bathroom products.
We challenge ourselves to be creative and lead in
everything we do. From implementing the smallest
improvements to executing big ideas, we are constantly
increasing our competitive advantage to delight and
excite you and your guests.

We’re driven to Dutch design, make and sell the
worlds best hotel equipment and give hotel guests
a memorable stay.
This brochure is all about the latest products, latest
ideas and concepts. We listen to you, together we
move forward. We are not just keeping up with the
fast changing demand of the international leisureand business hotel travellers, with your help we are
always a step ahead.

Mark Okkerse
Bentley Europe BV

In this brochure we proudly present our latest range of products.
As the manufacturer of our products, we will be happy to adapt them to meet
your needs. Our team will be pleased to discuss with you which solutions
would suit your audience best.
We work hard at increasing your
RevPAR every day. This is something
that has always been our goal
and will be our goal for the
years to come.

left:
Dion Bosch
Global Director of
Sales & Marketing
right:
Mark Okkerse
Managing Director

ALWAYS ON DUTY
Environmental and
social awareness
Bentley not only creates the right products to meet your needs, it is also aware
of the world in which you live. Corporate social responsibility is one of our top
priorities, and this applies to every product that leaves our factories.
An excellent example of this is the introduction of the world’s first 0.5 litre
kettle with maximum safety. This kettle also ranks highly on the sustainability
scale, since it saves both water and energy. The disposable mentality is a thing
of the past. We do not just want to think green, we want to be green.
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Increased RevPAR

INTRODUCTION

“BENTLEY IS A BRAND THAT HAS PROUDLY
MAINTAINED ITS INTERNATIONAL REPUTATION
IN THE FIELD OF INNOVATION AND DESIGN”

IRONING CENTRES
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STRONG, STABLE AND EASY TO USE

Your guests travel a lot and lead a busy life.
Whether they are on a business trip or on a private
holiday, in their hotel room your guests wish to relax
in a pleasant, comfortable environment. And while
they do so, they are also thinking about the day
ahead, to tomorrow, which brings with it new plans,
appointments, and other things to do.

IRONING CENTRES
Clothes make the man or woman, so your guests will
dress to look good. It goes without saying that they
want to take care of their valuable possessions. With
Bentley ironing units, you are meeting your guests’
needs with regard to quality, offering them pure
convenience at their fingertips and a brand they are
likely to be familiar with already.
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Swirl

Swirl+

Compact seperate ironing system

Compact ironing system

• the smallest mesh framed board
available: fits into smaller areas
• separate iron organiser with
cable storage compartment
• easy to use and flexible to store

• the smallest mesh framed board
available: fits into smaller areas
• organiser and hook connected to the base of the board
• easy to use and flexible to store in the wardrobe

Swirl board
folded (d x w x h) 5 x 37 x 116 cm
ironing surface: 116 x 37 cm
organiser for dry or steam iron
(d x w x h)
11 x 14 x 31 cm

Swirl+ board
folded: (d x w x h) 21 x 37 x 129 cm
ironing surface: 116 x 37 cm

Wall bracket for
neat storage

For individual hotels we make ironing
boards to measure. Even in the smallest
wardrobe we have the experience to make
the perfect solution for your situation.

Cobalt
Compact ironing centre
mesh frame
• easy to lift due to
low weight
• easy to manoeuvre
because of compact size
• space saving, only 16 cm
wide in wardrobe

Azure
Solid ironing centre,
made in The Netherlands
• top quality Dutch design
and manufacture
• stable, strong and durable
solid synthetic board
• easy to use and light,
excellent portability

IRONING CENTRES
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Azure dry ironing centre
folded (d x w x h) 23 x 41 x 136 cm
Azure steam ironing centre
folded (d x w x h) 21 x 41 x 136 cm
ironing surface: 96 x 40 cm

Cobalt dry ironing centre &
Cobalt steam ironing centre
folded (d x w x h)
16 x 41 x 143 cm
ironing surface: 96 x 40 cm

solid frame

mesh frame

Housekeeping feature
Our ironing centres are easy to open and close,
handy to store and take little space in the wardrobe.
The irons have easy to clean soleplates and the cable
can be stored neatly behind the board or in the
separate organiser.

IRONING CENTRES

Housekeeping feature
All Bentley ironing centres have
uniquely designed iron organisers
with clever cable storage space;
when folded up, they look neat in
every wardrobe.

BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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Mariner
Space-saving mesh ironing set
• saves space where needed, organiser positioned
at the end of the board
• maximum ironing comfort area, full-size ironing surface
• adjustable in height, easy to use for all guests
Mariner dry ironing set
folded (d x w x h)
20 x 42 x 143 cm
Mariner steam ironing set
folded (d x w x h)
22 x 42 x 143 cm
ironing surface:
105 x 42 cm

Indigo
Full-size ironing centre
mesh frame
• large ironing surface,
full-size board
• all-round user friendly,
board is height adjustable
• logical unfolding/folding
mechanism, easy to use
Indigo dry ironing centre
folded (d x w x h) 20 x 42 x 143 cm
Indigo steam ironing centre
folded (d x w x h) 22 x 42 x 143 cm
ironing surface: 118 x 42 cm

Manager feature
These ironing centres are designed
with anti-theft connectors and an
option to wind up the cable of the
iron to the base of the board.

Steam iron

Wall-mounted
comfort
ironing unit

Hotel safe iron with powerfull steam functions
• safe auto shut-off after 30 seconds when unused
and horizontal (within 8 minutes when vertical)
• non-stick ceramic soleplate
• red “in use” indicator light
• powerful steam blast & spray function (70 g/min)
• 150 ml water tank (2 filling cups included)
• 1600 watt
• 220-240 volt / 50-60 Hz
• 2.5 meter cable (available with most
international plugs)
• weight: 850 g
• TüV/GS & CE approved
• SASO/Intertek approved

• no damage to furniture or interior:
ironing unit can be fixed to the wall
• space saving due to its compact size
• iron storage is neat and safe with cable connector
Navy II wall-mounted dry or steam ironing unit
stored (d x w x h) 17 x 31 x 114 cm
max width when unfolded 90 cm
ironing surface 85 x 31 cm

Wall-mounted basic ironing unit
• space saving due to its
compact size
• iron storage is neat with the
Swirl organiser (see page 8)
Navy III wall-mounted dry or steam
ironing unit
max width when unfolded 90 cm
ironing surface 85 x 31 cm
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Dry iron
Hotel safe iron with auto
shut-off movement sensor
• safe auto shut-off after 30 seconds when unused
and horizontal (within 8 minutes when vertical)
• non-stick soleplate
• red “in use” indicator light
• 1100 watt
• 220-240 volt / 50-60 Hz
• 2.5 meter cable
(available with most
international plugs)
• weight: 725 g
• TüV/GS & CE approved
• SASO/Intertek
approved

BENTLEY MAGAZINE

Navy III

IRONING CENTRES

Navy II
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WELCOME TRAYS

REST AND RELAXATION

After a busy and packed day, guests love to pamper
themselves with a delicious cup of coffee to
re-energise themselves for the next important
meeting, or a cup of tea to find a moment of inner
peace during a well-earned holiday.

WELCOME TRAYS
A little time for yourself or for each other, in a room
where you can feel at ease for a while before you go
back to your hectic day. With Bentley welcome trays
and kettles, every hotel guest will feel they are truly
welcome. Designed with an eye for the future;
elegant and timeless, out of the ordinary.
Reliable, safe and user-friendly.

13
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Xanthic

Manager feature
With the Xanthic
wooden welcome
tray every hotel
room will feel like it
has been upgraded,
making your guests
feel right at home.

WELCOME TRAYS

Dutch designed stylish wooden
welcome tray with
integrated kettle

BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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42 cm
Xanthix small
tray with
Coral kettle
•
•
•
•
•

anti-theft: cable can be fixed to base of tray
base of kettle integrated
several indentations for sachets and spoons
easy to clean
strong lacquer to minimize scratches and stains

length x width x height: 50 x 20 x 4,5 cm
overall height: incl. Saffron kettle: 24,5 cm
incl. Coral kettle: 21,5 cm

available colors:
> beech wood, natural lacquer
> beech wood, cherry finish
> beech wood, dark mahogany finish
Tray can be tailor-made
Other colours on request

Xanthic coffee and tea
luxury tray for
coffee machine
and kettle

neat storage,
perfect fit for
capsules

WELCOME TRAYS

Housekeeping feature
The ingredient drawer can be cleaned
easily because of its rounded edges.
Because of the design you have quick
oversight and can see which
ingredients need to be refilled.
Fast and efficient.

BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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Canella
Wooden welcome tray in
dark mahogany colour
•
•
•
•
•
•

hygienic consumables drawer
combine with Coral kettle 0.5 L or Scarlet 0,6 L
black mugs included with coffee shade interior
drawer and mugs made from foodsafe melamine
matching colour inside of the drawer
small footprint

length x width x height: 25 x 17 x 5 cm
overall height: incl. Coral or Scarlet kettle: 23 cm

Wooden part:
other colours on request

WELCOME TRAYS
BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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Magenta

Ruby

Dutch designed & manufactured
ABS welcome tray

Compact stylish
welcome tray,
100% Dutch Design

• space saving; long base tray (49 cm)
• built-in anti-theft cable connector
• removable ingredient rack
(dishwasher safe)
• serving tray is also cover for
ingredient compartment
• clear opening to see ingredients
under serving tray
- kettle and tray available in matching
colours: black or white
Set dimensions
• height 6 cm (incl. serving tray on top)
• height 3.5 cm (without serving tray on top)
• overall height (incl. kettle Saffron 24 cm)
• overall height (incl. kettle Coral 21.3 cm)
• overall height (incl. kettle Meline 22.5 cm)
• length 49 cm
• width 16.5 cm

• space saver, footprint only 34 x 34 cm,
most Bentley kettles will fit the base of the tray
• melamine polished (100% food safe)
• separate serving tray, removable ingredient rack
• easy to clean and refill
• meets international specifications of
several international hotel chains

Melon crockery
black or white 1000/0
food safe melamine
product, 1 set weighs
305 g, unbreakable
matching cup and
saucer for Magenta or
Ruby welcome tray

green
choice

Saffron

Scarlet

Coral

1 litre brushed
stainless steel kettle

0.6 litre brushed
stainless steel kettle

0.5 litre brushed
stainless steel kettle

top diameter Ø 9.5 cm
size of base Ø 13.5 cm
overall height 21 cm

top diameter Ø 9 cm
size of base Ø 14.5 cm
overall height 21.5 cm

top diameter Ø 9,5 cm
size of base Ø 11 cm
overall height 19 cm

top diameter Ø 8 cm
size of base Ø 14 cm
overall height 19 cm

• 1 litre
• 360 degree cordless (for leftand right-handed use)
• available colours: black and white
• 1000 watt (220-240V, 50-60Hz)
• concealed heating element
• red indicator light
• water filter in spout
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protector
• full Strix controlled
• CE and TüV/GS approved
• SASO/Intertek approved

• 1 litre
• 360 degree cordless (for leftand right-handed use)
• 1500 watt (220-240V, 50-60Hz)
• concealed heating element
• red indicator light
• water filter in spout
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protector
• full Strix controlled
• CE and TüV/GS approved
• SASO/Intertek approved

• 0.6 litre
• 360 degree cordless (for leftand right-handed use)
• 800 watt (220-240V, 50-60Hz)
• concealed heating element
• red indicator light
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protector
• full Strix controlled
• CE and TüV/GS approved
• SASO/Intertek approved

• 0.5 litre
• 360 degree cordless (for leftand right-handed use)
• 800 watt (220-240V, 50-60Hz)
• concealed heating element
• red indicator light
• auto steam shut-off, boil dry protector
• full Strix controlled
• CE and TüV/GS approved
• SASO/Intertek approved

1 litre strong
ABS kettle

WELCOME TRAYS

Meline

easy to
clean
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COMFORTABLE AND SMOOTH ROLLING

Hotels are always happy to welcome extra guests.
Rollaway beds are easy to roll into the room and are
easily rolled back out when no longer needed.
And you won’t have to compromise on your guests’
quality of sleep, as Bentley rollaway beds are
comfortable and stable. Ready to use in an instant,
and just as easily tidied away. When you put a
Bentley bed down, your RevPAR goes up.

ROLLAWAY BEDS
Our products are created with your guest, the
housekeeper and the manager in mind. Quality is key.
Our rollaway beds are of 100 percent Dutch design
and manufactured in the Netherlands.

19
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Verdi
Rollaway folding extra bed
• 100% Dutch design, made in The Netherlands
• largest extra bed available on the hotel market:
90 x 210 cm
• extra comfort & weight balance thanks to base
with 19 wooden slats
• wooden headboard
• comfortable SG40 foam 10 cm mattress
• easy to fold and unfold due to unique gas spring system
• heavy duty wheels
Dimensions 45 x 90 x 210 cm
Folded 40 x 90 x 120 cm
Mattress 10 x 90 x 205 cm

Housekeeping feature
These extra beds can be supplied
with optional dust covers. They are
easy to roll into the room and are
easily rolled back out when no
longer needed. They are also easy
to make up and compact in storage.

Jade
Rollaway upright extra bed
•
•
•
•
•

100% Dutch design, made in The Netherlands
can be stored upright, space saver
full-size bed 90 x 200 cm
wooden headboard
4 beds on 1,5 m2 when stored due to
design of headboard
• heavy duty rubberized wheels to prevent
damage to carpets etc.
• full-size spring mattress

Manager feature
With Bentley extra
beds you can
offer your guest
a wonderful,
comfortable bed
while you increase
your RevPAR.

ROLLAWAY BEDS

Dimensions
Frame 45 x 90 x 203 cm
Mattress 23 x 90 x 190 cm

BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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hygienic
dust cover,
optional
available for
Verdi and
Jade
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BABY CRIBS & LUGGAGE RACKS

STRONG AND FOLDABLE

Real wooden products give hotel rooms an extra
dimension. In this line of products you can feel real
craftsmanship and authentic wooden design.
We carefully sand and finish every product. The
high-gloss, wood finish is easy to keep clean and
sanitary and is scratch resistant.

BABY CRIBS
LUGGAGE RACKS
Both the baby crib and luggage rack can be folded to
minimize the space when not in use.
These exquisite luggage racks welcome your guests
with sophistication and helps to ease their stay.

23

Baby crib

Hygienic
dust cover

BABY CRIBS

Safe foldable wooden
baby bed

BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

durable, thick hardwood stock used
base and mattress stored in crib when folded
fire retardant mattress included
compliant with CPSC 16 CFR 1220
double width heavy duty swivel casters for durability
JPMA Certified (meets the latest US crib Law)
European Certified: EN716

Housekeeping feature
The unfolding and folding of the
Bentley baby crib takes less than a
minute. Thanks to the dust cover
the whole unit remains clean during
storage. No need to worry where
the mattress is, as it is stored
inside the baby crib.

length x width x height:
open: 101 x 67 x 102 cm
folded: 101 x 24 x 102 cm

lockable wheels

butterfly
hinges
moulded and
clear teething
rails

Sienna

LUGGAGE RACKS

Foldable wooden
luggage stand

• European made
• with or without
backrest
• five strong straps to
carry sufficient weight
• flat when folded up
• available in three
standard colours
Dimensions folded:
11 x 60 x 84 cm (with back rest)
11 x 60 x 80 cm (without back rest)
Dimensions open:
60 x 63 x 59 cm (with back rest)
60 x 62 x 53 cm (without back rest)

Manager feature
Less damage to
walls due to the
design of the
luggage rack:
backrest doesn’t
touch the wall

BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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HAIRDRYERS & SCALES

RELIABLE BATHROOM EQUIPMENT

The travelling hotel guest wants reliable room
products. In the bathroom a personal scale should be
designed for easy and problem free functioning.

HAIRDRYERS
SCALES
A friendly shape and proven technique, simply
for a comfortable feeling. In the morning after
a warm shower, the hairdryer is used very often.
It should be strong, light in use and functional.
Handy in use and easy to store. A stylish elegant
design and the latest innovative techniques
make sure your guests feel at ease.

27
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Sirocco
Hairdryer with retractable cord
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

180 cm retractable cord
soft touch, rubberized
two air speed settings
three temperature settings
removable nozzle and air intake cap (easy cleaning)
luxury black velvet bag (optional with hotel logo)
1800 W
cold air button
weight: 495 gr
dimension: 8,5 x 22 x 22 cm

Unique feature:
first hotel dryer
with sensor for
maximum safety

Mistral
Hairdryer with sensor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

safe, sensor operated hairdryer
soft touch, rubberized
two air speed settings
three temperature settings
removable nozzle and air intake cap
(easy cleaning)
luxury black velvet bag (optional with hotel logo)
1800 W
cold air button
weight: 460 gr
dimension: 9 x 25 x 27 cm

Naomi
Doutzen

•
•
•
•
•

Scale with easy
cleaning surface
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

dimensions: 1,5 x 30 x 30 cm.
auto on when you step on it
LCD size 74 x 28 mm.
equipped with high precision
strain gauge sensors system
battery cover with screw
max. capacity 150 Kg/330lb
3v Lithium cell
low battery indicator

•
•
•
•

less slippery when wet
dimensions: 1,5 x 30 x 30 cm.
auto on when you step on it
large LCD size 74 x 40 mm.
equipped with high precision
strain gauge sensors system
battery cover with screw
max. capacity 150 kg/330lb
3v Lithium cell
low battery indicator

HAIRDRYERS & SCALES

Scale with less slippery surface

BENTLEY MAGAZINE
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Kate
Scale with clear
glass surface
•
•
•
•
•

dimensions: 2 x 29 x 30 cm.
auto on when you step on it
LCD size 52 x 24 mm.
max. capacity 150 Kg/330lb
equipped with high precision
strain gauge sensors system
• 3v Lithium cell
• low battery indicator

All our scales:
rounded edges on
all sides, minimum
step-up height

THE BENTLEY DESIGNERS
Joop
Steenkamer
designed our
Ruby

OUR DESIGNERS

Joop
Steenkamer
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“It doesn’t matter whether I’m designing the interior of an ambulance
or whether it’s a welcome tray: my design will always revolve around the
user. After all, the user determines whether a product is good or not.
Atmosphere and perception are just as important as usability, and price
also plays an important part. I am constantly searching for an optimum
balance between all these factors.”

FROM SKETCH
TO HIGH-QUALITY
APPLIANCE
Joop Steenkamer jr. and Helge Docters
van Leeuwen both have a masters degree in
Industrial Design from Delft University of Technology.
They are Bentley Europe’s in-house designers, who guarantee
100% superior-quality Dutch Design. Steenkamer graduated in
1992 and runs Steenkamer Design. He works in both industrial
and graphic design. Docters van Leeuwen completed his degree
in 2001 and works as a senior interior designer.

Helge Docters
van Leeuwen
designed our
Xanthic

Helge Docters
van Leeuwen
“For me, frustration can lead to inspiration. Existing coffee & tea trays
are often a pile of loose trays and cups that fall over when you want to
use them. Existing units also look like they have been designed so they are
easy to clean, without taking into account the needs of the client, who
wants to be able to really enjoy a cup of coffee or tea.
I wanted to create a simpler and more natural product. Due to its natural
and functional character, it made sense to choose wood. It has all the
necessary requirements of a fixed style element, which, due to the
character of thematerial, is easy to combine with many types
of interior styles”.

We are proud to work for the following clients:
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15 Dubai JW Marriott Marquis, 1600+ rooms/
Mövenpick, 600+ rooms
16 Mumbai Taj President, 100+ rooms
17 Mekkah Fairmont, 1000+ rooms
18 Cairo Fairmont, 200+ rooms
19 Singapore Capella, Sentosa, 200+ rooms /
Four Seasons, 100+ rooms
20 Mauritius Hilton, 100+ rooms
21 Seychelles Hilton, 100+ rooms
22 Vladiwostok Hyatt, 300+ rooms
23 Accra Golden Tulip, 100+ rooms
24 Manila Solaire Resort, 1000+ rooms
25 St. Petersburg Park Inn Pulkovo Airport, 200+ rooms
26 Chelyabinsk Radisson Blu Radisson, 200+ rooms
© Bentley Europe 2014 - design and layout: Bytegraag - photography studio: Datema Mulder
& Martijn van Dam - photography location: Evert van de Worp at Sheraton Hotel Schiphol & Thermen Bussloo
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1 Zürich Radisson Blu, Zürich airport, 300+ room
2 Amsterdam Okura, 300+ rooms
3 Paris Pullman Tour Eiffel, 300+ rooms
4 London Park Plaza Westminster Bridge, 1000+ rooms
5 Oslo Radisson Blu, 70+ rooms
6 Istanbul Marriott Courtyard, 200+ rooms
7 Rabat Hilton, 100+ rooms
8 Dalaman Hilton Dalaman, 400+ rooms
9 Kampala Serena, 100+ rooms
10 Nairobi Serena, 100+ rooms / Intercontinental, 100+ rooms
11 Johannesburg Morukuru, 100+ rooms
12 Beirut Hilton, 200+ rooms
13 Manama Moevenpick, 100 rooms
14 Doha Swiss Belotel, 100 rooms

Bentley Europe BV
Wethouder Venteweg 92 D
2805 JR Gouda
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)182 58 14 42
E info@bentleyeurope.com
I www.bentleyeurope.com
Follow us on

